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Types of Energy Storage 

Battery Energy Storage

Pumped Hydro Energy Storage



Traditional Pumped Hydro Energy Storage 
has been called “the perfect battery”

US and Japan
have highest

installed
capacity of

PHES globally



Humpback Hydro Long Duration Energy Storage 
the perfect battery, with modern advancements

scalable

don’t need topography

continuous discharge
and charge

black-start operations

100 year+ lifetime

and
environmental

everywhere

consistent

ultra-efficient

reliable

endurance

lowest GHGs

91.4% round-trip efficiency

from MW (neighbourhoods) 
to GW (utilities)

our modernized approach:

ultra high performance
concrete
advanced fluid dynamics
integrating Francis
turbine
composite
reinforcement materials
advanced construction
techniques



10MW delivers 240MWh:
continuous discharge
continuous charge

Area required: 1 acre
90% efficiency does not degrade

10 years output: 788,400 MWh
Years 11-30 (and beyond):  continues to
produce at same rate of MWh
Total cost (20 year): $31/MWh
Can charge and discharge at the same
time 

HH
60MW delivers 240MWh:

4 hour discharge
Requires 20 hours to charge

Area required: from 2-10 acres
90% efficiency degrades at 4% / year

10 years output: 660,615 MWh
Year 11 and beyond: replace or continue
at greatly reduced efficiency
Lifetime cost (20 year): $80/MWh
Cannot charge and discharge at the
same time

BESS

Energy Storage Head-to-Head 



benefits to utility

proven technology with a modern twist
longest asset life of any storage option
lowest O&M
CAPEX cost certainty
black start operations
price certainty on energy sales
arbitrage
inter-day AND inter-seasonal storage
risk reduction (thermal runaway)



benefits to community

energy security

food security water security



co-benefits:
desalination
marine ecosystems preserved
permits other non-traditional uses 

parking lot with fully integrated EV
charging
multi-use commercial / residential
other municipal services
indoor vertical farm
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